The random forest regression (RF) has become an extremely popular tool to analyze high-dimensional data. Nonetheless, it has been argued that its benefits are lessened in sparse high-dimensional settings due to the presence of weak predictors and an initial dimension reduction (targeting) step prior to estimation is required. We show theoretically that, in high-dimensional settings with limited signal, proper targeting is an important complement to RF's feature sampling by controlling the probability of placing splits along strong predictors. This is supported by simulations with representable finite samples. Moreover, we quantify the immediate gain from targeting in terms of increased strength of individual trees. Our conclusions are elaborated by a broad set of applications within macroeconomics and finance. These show that the inherent bias-variance trade-off implied by targeting, due to increased tree correlation, is balanced at a medium level, selecting the best 10-30% of commonly applied predictors. The applications consolidate that improvements from the targeted RF over the ordinary RF can be significant, particularly in long-horizon forecasting, and both in expansions and recessions.
I. Introduction
Recent trends in economic forecasting have emphasized the use of machine learning techniques in settings with many predictors. The method of random forest regression (RF) (Breiman, 2001; Amit and Geman, 1997; Ho, 1998) is particularly popular due to its wide applicability, allowance for nonlinearity in data, and adaptability to high-dimensional feature spaces (many predictors), among other things. In fact, Howard and Bowles (2012) claim that RFs have been the most successful generalpurpose algorithm in modern times. RF is best described as a "divide and conquer" approach that bootstrap fractions of data, grow a decision tree on each fraction, and then aggregate these predictions together. In the typical algorithm, tree diversity is ensured by the bootstrap step together with feature sampling which, at each node in the tree, restricts the possible split directions to a randomly chosen subset of the predictors. RF is easy to apply as it is implemented in most programming languages.
For instance, it can be found in the sklearn library in Python, the randomForest or ranger package in R, and the TreeBagger class in MATLAB. For these reasons, several fields within economics and finance have adopted tree-based algorithms as a data-driven method to do inference and forecasting. To mention a few, Athey et al.
(2019) recast a classical kernel weighting function as an adaptive weighting function based on RF, Wager and Athey (2018) estimate heterogeneous treatment effects, Ng (2014) employs trees to forecast economic recessions, and Gu et al. (2020) use RF to predict future stock returns using numerous firm specific and common predictors.
While it is widely acknowledged that RF is applicable in high-dimensional settings (see, e.g., Biau and Scornet (2016) ), as it has the potential to detect informative predictors automatically, the need for selecting a subset of predictors prior to applying a particular forecasting method has been emphasized in recent literature. Indeed, to use the words of Gentzkow et al. (2019) :
"The benefits of regression trees -nonlinearity and high-order interactions -are sometimes lessened in the presence of high-dimensional inputs. [...] . Often times, a more beneficial use of trees is in a final prediction step after some dimension reduction [...] ."
In other words, if one applies RF in a high-dimensional setting without initially reducing the number of (irrelevant) predictors, the full potential of one of the greatest econometric benefits of RFs may not be reached.
This principle of targeting predictors in high-dimensional settings, i.e., an initial (supervised) dimension reduction step before feeding data into an algorithm, is due to Bai and Ng (2008) , particularly in the context of factor-based prediction. It is typically achieved via regularization, such as LASSO (Tibshirani, 1996) , and it requires choosing the number of predictors to target which effectively constitutes a tuning parameter of the procedure. Targeting predictors has since then been widely employed in various contexts, also in relation to RF, e.g., for prediction of housing price growth (Bork et al., 2019) , consumer price inflation, stock market returns, industrial production growth, and employment growth (Kotchoni et al., 2019) , investments and consumption (Luciani, 2014) , and gross domestic product growth and its subcomponents (Bulligan et al., 2015) .
The purpose of this paper is to provide a theoretical and empirical assessment of the effects of targeting within the framework of RF. Despite the wide recognition that the theoretical analysis of RFs is inherently difficult (see, e.g., the discussion in Biau and Scornet (2016) ), our results are easy to grasp and put emphasis on components of the algorithm that are particularly affected by targeting. We conduct our analysis in several steps.
First, we examine the ability of RF to detect a relatively small number of important predictors to split along when building trees in a high-dimensional setting with many potentially irrelevant predictors. Such a setting is empirically motivated by, for instance, asset return forecasting, where a plethora of more or less strong predictors exist (Welch and Goyal, 2008; Rapach and Zhou, 2013) , or macroeconomic forecasting, where a typical and large set of predictors is applied (Stock and Watson, 2002; McCracken and Ng, 2016) . On one hand, to ensure a small variance of the RF, it is important to randomize split directions when growing its trees. On the other hand, it is vital for the strength of its trees (and, hence, of the RF itself) that the important (strong) predictors are selected most of the time. We obtain a lower and upper bound for the probability of splitting along strong predictors, Ω, and we show that the length of the interval shrinks to zero as the sample size increases (Theorem 1). Based on this interval, we determine that feature sampling, one of the few tuning parameters of RF, primarily controls the upper bound. Simulations illustrate, however, that Ω will often be significantly smaller than this bound in finite samples. That is, to ensure Ω is at an appropriate level that balances the abovementioned strength-correlation trade-off, feature sampling may not be sufficient.
Moreover, we show that the lower bound on Ω is determined by two quantities. The first quantity measures the estimation error of the CART objective function and the second measures the maximal signal among the strong predictors. Through these quantities, we determine that targeting can be used to lift the lower bound (Proposition 1), primarily by reducing the first quantity. As such, targeting can be used actively as a complement to feature sampling to ensure that the probability of splitting along strong predictors lies at an appropriate level.
Second, we show that the strength of decision trees is always improved by (proper) targeting and we quantify this gain analytically in specific cases. In particular, when the regression function is linear, we obtain explicit bounds for the MSE of an ordinary tree, conditionally on the sequence of strong/weak splits, in terms of the MSE of targeted trees (Theorem 2). From these conditional bounds and explicit expressions for the distribution of the underlying random variables, we derive bounds for the unconditional MSE of an ordinary tree (Corollary 1). On this basis, we show that targeting can lead to significant gains in tree strength. Although tree strength is always improved by excluding weak predictors, we emphasize that targeted RF (i.e., RF with an initial targeting step) cannot be expected to do uniformly better than ordinary RF due to increased correlation between trees.
We examine this strength-correlation trade-off in an extensive empirical analysis that analyzes the effects of targeting. This entails two classical applications within different areas of economics. The first application is financial and considers the challenging task of predicting the US equity premium in the setting of Welch and Goyal (2008) . The second application considers the prediction of industrial production growth, employment growth, and consumer price inflation using a large set of macroeconomic, financial, and sentiment variables from McCracken and Ng (2016) .
In line with Bai and Ng (2008) , the set of targeted predictors is determined using LASSO regularization techniques. We synthesize our findings as follows. First, targeted RF performs particularly well for long forecast horizons. The prediction problem at this horizon is often challenging with limited signal (Galbraith and Tkacz, 2007) , rendering targeted RF particularly useful. Second, targeted RF can yield substantial gains in predictive accuracy relative to the ordinary RF. Third, those gains are located both in expansions and recessions. Fourth, and importantly, targeted RF is appealing when a medium-sized set of initial predictors is targeted. In our applications this amounts to targeting the best 10-30% of the (common) initial set of predictors. We estimate the empirical MSE and correlation among trees which reveals the inherent strength-correlation trade-off in targeting. On one hand, our findings suggest that the rapidly increasing correlation stemming from a (too) small set of targeted predictors outweighs the gains in MSE. On the other hand, (too) little targeting resulting in slightly weakened decorrelation also outweighs any gain in MSE. We conclude on this basis that targeting is an appealing complement to feature sampling when balancing the trade-off between tree strength and correlation by reducing the initial predictor set to a medium-sized one.
The rest of the paper is laid out as follows. Section II starts with a mathematical introduction of both the targeted and ordinary RF. Next, we analyze the RF's ability to automatically detect good predictors and the immediate gain in terms of tree strength when targeting. Section III presents empirical results on the effect of targeting in financial and macroeconomic applications and provides a summary of our findings. Section IV concludes.
II. Analysis of the effect of targeting strong predictors
In this section, we concisely present targeted and ordinary RF and how to perform targeting. This is followed by an analysis of a forest's ability to detect predictors with significant explanatory power and of the effect of targeting on the strength of each tree in the forest. We rely on both appropriate theoretical and simulation analyses.
A. The random forest algorithm, weak predictors, and targeting
An RF is an ensemble learning algorithm obtained by bagging, say, B regression trees (the base learners) and can thus be represented as
where b f b n (x; D n ) represents the b'th tree in the forest. The trees are assumed to be grown by the same set of rules and their diversity is caused by an injected (exogenous)
replicates of some random variable £, which e.g. can include decisions on resampling, splitting directions, and positions of splits. A tree b f n (x; D n , £) is a particular example of a partitioning estimate, where the feature space X is partitioned into, say, L
The partition, which can depend on both D n and £, is constructed recursively by starting from X and then performing a sequence of splits perpendicular to the axes. Given a point x 2 X the resulting tree estimate of f (x) is the local average over Y i where X i falls into the same hyperrectangle as x, that is,
Here it is implicitly assumed thatȲ n (A) = 0 if no observation belongs to A. Many different specifications of £ have been considered in the literature, depending on whether the focus is on computational efficiency, adaptivity to a high-dimensional feature space (many predictors), predictive strength, or analytic/theoretical tractability, see the discussion in Biau and Scornet (2016) . In this paper, we will be using a typical tree-growing mechanism that corresponds to a variant of Breiman's RF (Breiman, 2001) and its characteristics will be explained in the following.
Each tree in the forest is based on a bootstrap sample from D n with replacement.
Splits are recursively performed in nodes (hyperrectangles) until either (i) a maximal depth is reached, or (ii) splitting the node will imply that one of the daughter nodes contains strictly less bootstrap points than a certain threshold. We follow the conventional CART methodology (Breiman et al. (1984) ) and choose the optimal split (i ? , ø ? ) in a given node A by maximizing the impurity decrease in A, In what follows, we assume for simplicity that X = [0, 1] p . It will be the underlying assumption throughout that we are in a sparse setting, i.e., the regression function
for some measurable function g : [0, 1] s ! R and a subset S µ [p] with s := |S | being significantly smaller than p. Here, and in what follows, we use the notation x S = (x (i) ) i2S . In many applications it is not unusual that p = 100 (or even lager) while, probably, s º 5, see, e.g., the discussions in Rapach and Zhou (2013) and Chinco et al. (2019) . We will refer to variables in S as being strong. The others are weak.
This definition of strong/weak variables is in line with Biau (2012) , Biau and Scornet (2016), and Breiman (2004) .
A.1. Targeting predictors
The targeted RF algorithm is identical to the one described above, except that an initial step is included where one aims to filter out some of the weak variables. More One can obtain the targeted set S 0 in various ways and here, in line with Bai and Ng (2008) , we will make use of the LASSO estimator. The LASSO estimator b Ø ∏ of the linear regression coefficients is obtained as
where k · k`1 denotes the`1 norm. The minimization problem (3) corresponds to the Lagrangian form of minimizing the sum of squares over a rhomboid {Ø : kØk`1 ∑ C}, which in turn is the reason that b Ø ∏ will often be sparse, i.e., it will only have few non-zero entries. The choice of ∏ or, equivalently, C controls the degree of sparsity;
under suitable assumptions, ∏ = ∏(n) can be tuned in such a way that the LASSO procedure asymptotically (n ! 1) identifies S . We refer to (Hastie et al., 2015, Ch. 11) for further details on the LASSO estimator and its ability to reveal the true sparsity pattern. Due to these desirable properties of the LASSO estimator, we choose the targeted set S 0 = S 0 (∏) as
and use ∏ to control the number of selected predictors, s 0 . An important feature of S 0 is that the selection is explicitly based on the predictors' ability to (linearly) forecast Y . Bai and Ng (2008) use a choice of 30 predictors in their factor-based setting. Effectively, the amount of targeting is a tuning parameter of the procedure and is, as we show below, important for the performance of the (subsequent) RF.
B. Analysing the effect of targeting predictors
The inclusion of weak predictors can be seen as a way to inject randomness in the tree-growing procedure and thereby increase diversity between trees. More precisely, the expected number of so-called potential nearest neigbours increases with the dimension of the feature space (see Lin and Jeon (2006) ). On the other hand, as we will show in Theorem 2, the effect of targeting is increased strength of individual trees. Thus, one should not expect a targeted RF to be (uniformly) superior to its ordinary counterpart (neither the other way around), and it might be appropriate to view the degree of targeting as a tuning parameter. The first part of this section is on the trees' ability to select strong predictors over the weak ones. This is a key property of the RF when employed in high-dimensional settings. If the probability of splitting on strong variables is small, then it can be highly beneficial, or even necessary, to include an initial targeting step to avoid severe curse of dimensionality issues. In the second part we take a one-sided view on the effect of proper targeting as we analyze the strength of an ordinary tree relative to a targeted one. While this does not deliver a definitive answer to the performance of the corresponding forest, it quantifies how much one would have to gain in terms of tree diversity to justify not targeting. In the empirical applications we assess this trade-off by estimating tree correlations for different levels of targeting. In general, the performance of the Eventually, we will impose one or more of the following conditions:
(A1) The data D n = {(X 1 , Y 1 ),...,(X n , Y n )} form an ergodic sequence.
(A2) The input vector X is uniformly distributed on X = [0, 1] p .
(A3) The regression function has a linear form f (
Assumption (A1) is imposed to ensure that empirical averages converge to their theoretical counterparts. This assumption is mild and holds for most stationary processes. The second assumption, (A2), is classical in the nonparametric regression and, in particular, the RF literature (Biau (2012) ; Györfi et al. (2002) ; Scornet et al. (2015) ; Wager and Athey (2018) ). Assumption (A3) is mainly imposed for the sake of simplicity and for a smooth exposition. Under this assumption, S = {i : Ø i 6 = 0}. Most of what follows could as well be worked out under the assumption that f has an additive form, f (x) = P i2S f i (x (i) ). The additive regression framework is convenient when trees are built up on splits based on the CART criterion. Given a node A of a tree, and unless f is constant on A, there will asymptotically always be a split in A which leads to a decrease in impurity (Scornet et al., 2015, Technical Lemma 1, Supplement) .
B.1. Splitting on strong predictors in high-dimensional settings
This section analyzes the probability of splitting on strong predictors both with and without an initial targeting step. To cover both situations at once, consider selecting a general subset A µ [p] of cardinality a := |A | prior to building the trees of the forest. If A = [p] this would be the ordinary RF, and if S µ A ( [p] this would be a proper targeted RF. Now, fix a node A µ [0, 1] a in a given tree, select at random m(a) feasible split directions M A tr y , and let Ω n (A ) be the probability that a split in A is performed along a strong variable. Moreover, let s(a) := |A \ S | be the number of strong variables in A . If s(a) ø a, one may tune m(a) in such a way that Ω n (A ) < 1 and thereby ensure tree diversity, resulting in a variance reduction of the RF estimator. On the other hand, to avoid severely biased trees it is important that split directions are not simply chosen at random and that strong predictors are selected most of the time, which means that Ω n (A ) ¿ s(a)/a. The aim of this section is (i) to demonstrate that it might not be possible to ensure that Ω n (A ) is sufficiently large simply by tuning m, and (ii) to show that (proper) targeting can increase Ω n (A ).
While the probability Ω n (A ) is difficult to assess directly, we will rely on suitable bounds as per Theorem 1 below. Before formulating the result, we will introduce some general notation. Let L ? denote the population counterpart of the CART objective function (1), that is,
with the subscript A indicating that we are conditioning on {X 2 A}, and define
Here we use the convention sup ; = 0 and suppress the dependency on A in the functions L n and L ? . The quantity ± n (A ) reflects the finite sample disturbances from the estimation of impurity decrease, and C ? (A ) expresses the maximal signal (relative to the CART criterion) among the strong predictors in M A tr y .
Theorem 1. Let ± n (A ) and C ? (A ) be defined as above. Then,
In general, the less finite sample error (the smaller ± n ) or the more signal (the higher C ? ), the tighter is the interval (6) for Ω n (A ). Note that property (7) holds under much weaker assumptions than (A3). Indeed, since ± n (A ) ! 0 with probability one under (A1)-(A2), the only additional property needed for (7) to hold is that sup (8) is satisfied (see (Scornet et al., 2015, Technical Lemma 1, Supplement)).
The modeler can ensure diversity of trees by lowering the upper bound of (6) through the choice of the function m and thereby forcing Ω n (A ) away from one. To elaborate on this, the upper bound can be computed using the hypergeometric distribution
As long as a is large compared to s(a), the choice of m(a) can ensure that Ω n (A ) is not too large. To give an example, a representable forecasting exercise where a = 40, s(a) = 5, and m(a) = da/3e = 14 would produce an upper bound of P(M A tr y \ S 6 = ;) = 0.9, ensuring randomness in the splitting procedure while still being much larger than s(a)/a = 0.125. In particular, if Ω n (A ) is close to its upper bound as suggested by (7), the trees' ability to select strong predictors to split on is, in principle, controllable through m. However, as we will see in the simulations below, Ω n (A ) can be much smaller than its upper bound for a fixed sample size n, meaning that the interval (6) might be wide. This means that additional tools (besides from the specification of m) are needed to ensure that Ω n (A ) is at an appropriate level.
Is it possible to control the lower bound? Observe that, given M A tr y , the quantity C ? (A ) is deterministic and may for some classes of f be computed explicitly. For instance, under (A3) it can be verified that (Biau, 2012 , Section 3)). In general, it holds that C ? (A ) ∑ sup i2A ,ø2A (i) L ? (i, ø); the right-hand side is independent of m and can, for some regression functions f , be arbitrarily small even for fixed A and Var( f (X )) (see Proposition 2). This means that the dependence of P(2± n (A ) < C ? (A )) on m is limited. While the presence of ± n (A ) is unavoidable, one can actively reduce its magnitude simply by considering a smaller set of predictors, B. If, in addition, C ? is roughly the same for A and B, the lower bound increases. Ultimately, this means that Ω n (B) is forced to exceed a larger bound than Ω n (A ).
Below we will give a rigorous formulation of the above discussion. Let ∑ st denote first order stochastic dominance. The following result gives sufficient conditions for one targeting set B to be preferred over another targeting set A .
Then the lower bound on Ω n is larger for B than for A , that is,
In particular, using a targeting set A increases the lower bound if C ? ([p]) ∑ st C ? (A ).
Intuitively, the condition ± n (B) ∑ st ± n (A ) means that B µ A . To attach some more intuition to the quantity ± n (A ) note that, under suitable assumptions, the theory on extreme values would lead to the expectation that
when s(a) ø a ø n and for some random variable Z n which does not depend on A . This suggests that ± n (B) ∑ st ± n (A ) as long as the cardinality of B is smaller than that of A (both being much larger than s). The condition
is related to the likelihood of having strong predictors in M A tr y relative to M B tr y . In particular, this is the condition that reflects the obvious fact that one should not simply discard arbitrary predictors. In the following discussion assume that all directions are feasible (that is, m is the identity function), and B contains the same strong directions as A . This implies that C ? (A ) and C ? (B) are deterministic and C ? (A ) = C ? (B) = C ? . To put it in simple terms, if all directions are feasible and A represents a targeted set that does not eliminate strong predictors from the non-targeted set of all original predictors, [p], then targeting will increase the lower bound on Ω n . A natural question is by how much? Assuming that the approximation (12) is reasonable, we get the following rough estimate of the gain from targeting
In words, targeting predictors improves the lower bound on splitting on strong variables roughly linearly in the amount of weak variables that are discarded. From these observations we highlight the following simple and intuitive, yet important, conclusion: Targeting of predictors can be expected to improve the RF's ability to navigate in high-dimensional settings with a direct gain (in terms of improved lower bound in (6)) which is approximately linear in the number of weak predictors eliminated by targeting.
B.2. Simulations
To support the above discussion we check that the sensitivity of P(2± n (A ) < C ? (A )) on ± n (A ) and C ? (A ) is also reflected in Ω n (A ). Thus, in the following we design a simulation study to assess the partial effect of ± n = ± n ([p]) and C ? = C ? ([p]) on Ω n = Ω n ([p]). Throughout the simulations we assume that m(p) = p, S = {1}, and that Y given X = x is a Gaussian random variable with variance ae 2 > 0. In particular, C ? is deterministic and Ω n ! 1 as n ! 1. Furthermore, we assume for simplicity that A = [0, 1] p and we normalize f so that Var( f (X )) = 1 and, hence, there is a one-to-one correspondence between ae 2 and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
Under Assumption (A3), these restrictions imply that |Ø 1 | = p 12 while Ø 2 = ··· = Ø p = 0.
The effect of ± n We consider variations in the SNR (13) and in the number of weak variables as these are key drivers of ± n ; the higher the SNR or the lower the number of weak variables, the lower the value of ± n . Specifically, given n, p, and SNR we repeat the following experiment 10,000 times to obtain a Monte Carlo estimate of Ω n :
• Generate n realizations (X 1 , Y 1 ),...,(X n , Y n ).
• Compute the value of the CART objective function L n ( j, X
i ) for j = 1,..., p and i = 1,..., n.
• Assign the value 1 to the experiment if L n ( j, X ( j) i ) is largest for j = 1 and 0 otherwise.
In Figure 1 we plot the resulting (approximated) probability Ω n as a function of SNR for different values of n and p. As indicated by our results above, we see that Ω n decreases in p while it increases in SNR and n. That is, challenging predictive environments, either due to low SNR or the presence of many weak variables, reduce notably the probability of splitting on strong variables in finite samples. This directly relates to, for instance, financial applications aiming at predicting e.g. stock, bond, or exchange rate excess returns. In these applications it is not unlikely that n = 100 and SNR ∑ 0.1 since asset returns contain a sizeable amount of inherently unpredictable variation (Rapach and Zhou, 2013) . Moreover, a plethora of predictors exists. If, say, around five percent of the predictors are strong our findings suggest that we should only expect them to be selected half of the times even though m(p) = p.
The effect of C ? Given our normalization Var( f (X )) = 1 and the linear specification of f imposed in Assumption (A3) it follows from (10) (1) ), The probability that the split is performed along X (1) as a function of SNR when Ø 1 = p 12 and Ø 2 = ··· = Ø p = 0 for different values of n. The lines correspond to p = 2 (orange), p = 4 (blue), p = 8 (gray) and p = 16 (purple).
where, for simplicity, AE is assumed to be a multiple of 2º. If X (1) reflects a random point in time, this is an example where Y is affected by seasonality. This is typically faced in macroeconomic applications modeling e.g. industrial production or retail sales (Ghysels and Osborn, 2001) . While this choice of f does indeed satisfy
Var( f (X )) = 1 under Assumption (A2), the value of AE controls C ? :
Proposition 2. Suppose that f is given by (14). Then, if Assumption (A2) holds,
In particular, the larger value of AE the less is the gain from placing a split along the strong variable in terms of impurity decrease. Even for moderate values of AE the signal is much smaller than for the linear specification. For instance, if AE = 4º then C ? ∑ 0.3786 meaning that the signal is now at most half of the linear one.
Consequently, we should expect the probability Ω n to be considerably smaller in constantly equal to 0 is limited (see Figure 2 ). While there can indeed be only few oscillations in, say, [0, ø] if ø is close to 0, such a split will as well only lead to little decrease in impurity, since then it is very unlikely that a new observation X (1) falls
Based on the above discussion and Proposition 2 we should expect the probability Ω n to decrease in AE and, generally, be much smaller than what we saw in Figure 1 for the linear specification of f . We design the experiment exactly as above, but we restrict the attention to p = 8, meaning that the naive selection probability is s/p = 0.125.
We compare the linear regression function to (14) for various values AE and n. From Figure 3 we see that, generally, the oscillating behavior of the regression function harms the ability of the CART criterion to detect the signal and the more oscillations the worse it becomes. In particular, when AE = 16º, Ω n stays below 0.2 for all the considered values of SNR and n, which is not much better than choosing the split direction at random.
While the lack of identification of strong predictors is particularly prevalent for oscillating regression functions, the issue remains for less chaotic specifications. To (14) with AE = 4º (blue) and AE = 16º (gray). In all cases, p = 8.
illustrate this, we further consider f (x) / (x (1)°1 /2) 2 and the piecewise polynomial
The regression function (15), which is due to Györfi et al. (2002) , is shown in Figure 4 .
The value of C ? is computed numerically to be 0.3125 for the second order polynomial and 0.2565 for (15). Both values are considerably smaller than 0.75, the value when f is linear. As should be expected, we see in Figure 5 see that, although less extreme than the oscillating case, the probability of selecting the strong predictor X (1) is 0. The probability that the split is performed along X (1) as a function of SNR in the linear setting (orange) compared to when f (x) / (x (1)°1 /2) 2 (blue) and when f is given by (15) (gray). In all cases, p = 8.
B.3. Strength of trees
In the following analysis, we consider the effect of targeting in terms of strength of individual shallow trees, that is, trees which "size" does not increase in the sample size n. To evaluate the strength of an RF, one would need to take into account both strength and diversity of its trees. In this view, the contribution of this section is an understanding of how much is lost on tree strength and therefore also how much one should gain from diversification to justify not targeting. As already mentioned, in the applications we assess the question of tree diversity by estimating tree correlations.
We will consider a particular type of shallow trees, in which the number of leaves is fixed and where nodes are split in a best-first fashion (see (R) below). These trees are widely applied in practice and implemented in most programming languages;
for instance, in Python's sklearn library, these are tuned by the max_leaf_nodes parameter. With only few modifications of the splitting rule we conjecture that the following analysis can be carried out as well for trees with a fixed depth (that is, trees where one must traverse an exact number of edges to reach any of their leaves).
While we will use trees with a fixed depth in the applications, the focus here will be restricted to trees with a fixed number of leaves to provide a simple exposition.
Recall that given data D n , an ordinary tree forecast
where (Breiman, 2001) algorithm, depends on the data D n and the random input selection £ (assuming no bootstrap step). For simplicity, suppose that S = {1} and that we can and do perform perfect targeting, that is, S 0 = S . Thus, the targeted tree forecast e f L,n (x) is of the same form as (16), but splits will only be performed on strong variables S . Hence, (A i,n ) L i=1 is replaced by a partition (B i,n ) L i=1 of [0, 1] and corresponding local averages:
The main interest will be to assess the effect of targeting by comparing the strength of e f L,n and b f L,n . Due to our underlying assumption that L ø n we assume that the partition (A i,n ) L i=1 can be built in a theoretically optimal way, that is,
is obtained by starting from A 1 1 = [0, 1] p and then using the following recipe recursively:
tr y be a randomly chosen subset of [p] of size m.
• Pick a node
tr y \ S 6 = ;, the kth split (i ? , ø ? ) is determined by optimizing (5) over i 2 M (k) tr y \ S and ø 2 A (i) .
• The partition (A
In particular, the probability Ω of splitting along a strong variable coincides with the upper bound in (6):
In case the optimum (i ? , ø ? ) is not unique, we assume that a certain deterministic ranking system is employed. The construction outlined above is similar to the one used in practice, except that we assume that L ? can be optimized rather than L n . As already mentioned, the node A to split in a given step is determined in a best-first fashion:
(R) The k'th split is performed in the node which leads to the maximal impurity decrease. In other words, if (i j , ø j ) is the optimal split in A k j , then the node to split will be A = A k j ? with j ? = argmax j L ? (i j , ø j , A k j ).
The partition (B i ) L i=1 is obtained similarly, but all splits are placed in S . Now, define the corresponding partition-optimal trees b f L and e f L by
Under suitable assumptions, b f L,n and e f L,n converge uniformly to their partitionoptimal counterparts (see, e.g., Wager and Walther (2015) ), which means that their relative performance can be assessed through (19) when n is large. For this reason we will restrict our attention to b f L and e f L below.
To give an example on the structure of b f L and e f L , consider p = 2 and L = 6, and
tr y \S 6 =;} indicate whether the kth split is performed along the strong predictor or not. Consider the situation where Z k = 0 for k 2 {1, 4} and Z k = 1 otherwise, and denote by ø 1 , ø 2 , ø 3 2 [0, 1] and ∞ 1 , ∞ 2 2 [0, 1] the corresponding splits along the strong and weak predictor, respectively. The partition of b f 2 becomes
A 2 1 = [0, 1] £ [0, ∞ 1 ] and A 2 2 = [0, 1] £ (∞ 1 , 1]. The next split will be at ø 1 in either A 2 1 or A 2 2 ; which one depends on the ranking of ties, since both result in a decrease of impurity equal to Ø 2 1 /16 under assumption (A3) (see (10)). Moreover, it is easy to Figure 6 : A partition of [0, 1] 2 associated to an ordinary tree of size L = 6 (left) and its targeted counterpart (right), when the horizontal and vertical axis correspond to a strong and weak variable, respectively. Only two distinct splits on the strong variable have been performed in the ordinary tree.
argue that the optimal split is always at the midpoint, thus we have ø 1 = 1/2. The next strong split will for sure be placed in the other node at ø 2 = 1/2. The fourth split is weak and will be placed somewhere in one of the four possible nodes (the specific position is determined by the ranking rule). Finally, each of the last five nodes leads to the same maximal impurity decrease, so we will again rely on the ranking of ties.
As before, ø 3 is placed at the midpoint which, depending on the node, is either 1/4 or 3/4. For the targeted tree, the first split will be ø 1 = 1/2, then ø 2 2 {1/4, 3/4}, and then ø 3 = {1/4, 3/4} \ {ø 2 }. This means that the ordinary tree gets to split only at two distinct places along the strong variable, although three strong splits are placed, while the targeted tree splits five times along the strong variable. The message here is that the order, in which strong and weak splits are placed, has a significant impact on tree strength, and this is the key intuition behind the lower and upper bound in Theorem 2 below. An example of the two partitions is given in Figure 6 .
Theorem 2 provides a lower and upper bound on the strength of b f L,n relative to the corresponding targeted tree e f L,n . In the formulation we set MSE( b f ) := E[( f (X )°b f (X )) 2 ] for an estimator b f = b f ( · ; D n ) of f which is independent of X , and we use the notation MSE £ when probabilities are computed conditionally on £. Moreover, we will make use of the functions
Theorem 2. Suppose that Assumption (A2)-(A3) are satisfied and that the splitting rule (R) is employed. Then
and
where £ = (M (1) tr y ,...,M (L°1) tr y ), N = P L°1 k=1 1 {M (k) tr y \S 6 =;} and`i = min{k : 1 {M (k) tr y \S 6 =;} = i} (and, say,`i = 1 if the set is empty).
Note that N is the number of strong splits among the L°1 possible, while`0 and 1 refer to the first time a weak and strong split are placed, respectively. In the example above, associated to Figure 6 , we had N = 5,`0 = 1 and`1 = 2. The following heuristic arguments provide intuition about the bounds (21):
• Lower bound: Before placing any strong splits, the tree is partitioned into`1 subtrees without improving the MSE. The splitting rule (R) implies that the N strong splits are roughly equally distributed between those subtrees, meaning that none of them can be better than a targeted tree with 1 + N/`1 leaves.
• Upper bound: The first`0°1 splits have been strong, so until that point the ordinary tree b f L is identical to the targeted tree with`0 leaves. However, in b f L these`0 nodes are expanded into subtrees. The worst possible subtree would be one which has first been divided into L°N branches by weak splits among them and, afterwards, received a number of strong splits. Again, the splitting rule (R) ensures that each branch in that subtree receives roughly N°`0+1 0 (L°N) strong splits. Since this number is on top of the initial`0°1 strong splits, b f L is no worse than a targeted tree with`0 + N°`0+1 0 (L°N) leaves.
However, as we only know roughly how the strong splits are distributed, and the number of splits is an integer, we need to apply the functions ∂ and ∂, which generally and note that these functions can be evaluated using (20). This enables tractable expressions for the distribution of (N,`0) and (N,`1), and this ultimately allows us to state the following result:
Corollary 1. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold and let`0,`1 and N be defined accordingly. Then
Moreover, the probability mass function of (N,`0), respectively (N,`1), is given by where Ω is defined in (18) and Bin( · ; k, Ω) denotes the probability mass function of the Binomial distribution with k trials and success probability Ω.
Note how (22) directly relates the MSE of the ordinary tree to an average over targeted trees with a smaller number of leaves. To illustrate the bounds on MSE( b f L )
we plot E[g 0 (N,`0)] and E[g 1 (N,`1)] as functions of Ω in Figure 7 for different values of L. To compute these quantities we use the probability mass functions provided by the proposition. We compare these best and worse case scenarios for the performance of the ordinary tree to that of the targeted tree, MSE( e f L ). In particular, for the values of L considered here, we see that the mean squared error is much larger for the ordinary tree than for its targeted counterpart, even for rather large values of Ω.
Note that, in the setting considered here where only one strong predictor is present, Ω will not exceed 0.5 when the total number of predictors is p ∏ 2 and the cardinality of M tr y is set to the default value, m = dp/3e. 
III. Empirical applications
To examine the empirical implications of our analysis above and the effect of targeting predictors on the predictive ability of the RF, we consider two separate, yet very classical applications. Our first application examines equity premium prediction in the style of Welch and Goyal (2008) . The second application considers the prediction of industrial production growth, employment growth, and consumer price inflation using a large set of macroeconomic, financial, and sentiment variables from McCracken and Ng (2016) , resembling a setting like Stock and Watson (2002) . Both settings are classical to the their respective literatures and entail a large set of initial predictors.
Following standard practice in the literature, we evaluate the accuracy of our point forecasts using squared prediction errors and use the Diebold-Mariano (Diebold and Mariano, 1995) test to compare the performance of the targeted RF against the original RF. As such, the null hypothesis used is that the forecast from the targeted RF does not outperform original RF, while the (one-sided) alternative is that it does.
We employ the test using HAC standard errors and a Bartlett kernel with lags truncated at h°1, where h is the forecast horizon (see below). The implementation is done in Python, using the standard sklearn library with m = dp/3e and a maximum three depth of 3. This depth is the median of values used in, e.g., Gu et al. (2020) .
We first present the setting of each of our applications and then report results in a separate section below.
A. Predicting the equity premium
Our financial application examines the prediction of monthly equity premium in the spirit of Welch and Goyal (2008) , which has a long tradition in finance. The forecast objective is the return of the US stock market in excess of the risk-free rate, i.e., the equity premium. For stock market index P t , the logarithmic return is defined by R t+h = log P t+h°l og P t . As such, we set
where R f t+h is the (cumulative) risk-free rate of return. We use the S&P500 monthend index continuously compounded returns from 1960-2017, including dividends, for obtaining R t+h and the monthly Treasury Bill rate for obtaining R f t+h . Following Welch and Goyal (2008) , we aim to predict Y t using the most prominent set of predictors in the literature. Our sample of predictors contains the dividend-price ratio (dp), dividend-earnings ratio (de), earnings-price ratio (ep), dividend-yield ratio (dy), book-to-market ratio (bm), net equity expansion (ntis), Treasury-bill rate (tbl), term spread (tms), default return spread (dfr), default yield spread (dfy), long-term rate of return (ltr), long-term yield (lty), stock variance (svar) and inflation, totalling p = 14 predictors. Their construction follows Welch and Goyal (2008) and data on Y t and predictors is obtained from Amit Goyal's website. * Forecasts are obtained similarly to Welch and Goyal (2008) 
B. Predicting macroeconomic variables
Our macroeconomic application covers monthly industrial production growth, employment growth, and consumer price inflation prediction. We treat the industrial production index and employment as I(1) series, and the consumer price index as an I(2) series, as in Stock and Watson (2002) and McCracken and Ng (2016) . Denote by IP the industrial production index, by EMP employment, and CP I the consumer price index. The forecast objective is logarithmic differences in the industrial production index and employment, for a given horizon h, as per
for Z t = {IP t , EMP t }. This corresponds to the cumulative industrial production growth and employment growth. We use the second difference of the logarithm of CP I, that is, CPI acceleration, as our third macroeconomic forecast object and cumulate this over the h-step horizon.
* The data can be downloaded from here: http://www.hec.unil.ch/agoyal/.
Following Stock and Watson (2002) , we aim to predict Y t using a large panel of monthly macroeconomic variables. We obtain such data from McCracken and Ng (2016) , which contains a broad set of macroeconomic, financial, and sentiment variables, including the data for constructing Y t . † We restrict the sample period to 1970-2018 as most series become available from 1970 and remove those with missing values during this period. This yields a set of predictors to p = 100 variables. We transform the data as proposed by McCracken and Ng (2016) .
Similarly to the financial application above, forecasts are obtained from a recursive estimation scheme, in which we include all data up to the point from which we construct the forecasts. Our initial estimation window spans 1970 to 1984, such that the first forecast is generated for the hth month of 1985. We again examine predictability for one month ahead (h = 1), one quarter ahead (h = 3), and one year ahead (h = 12). Table 1 reports the ratio of the mean squared prediction error (MSPE) of each version of the targeted RF for various numbers of targeted predictors versus that of the ordinary RF, both for the full out-of-sample period and for the NBER-dated recessions and expansions, where the forecast objective belongs to either of the two states. A value below unity indicate superior performance of the targeted RF compared to the ordinary RF. We highlight those instances with bold. The significance levels of the Diebold-Mariano test are displayed using standard notation with three, two, and one asterisks representing p-values less than 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.
C. Prediction results
We show results for a broad set of values of s 0 . In the macroeconomic application, we tune ∏ in (4) so that s 0 = 5, 10, 20, 30, 50. These values span a very sparse setting where only a few (5) targeted predictors are selected, a medium-dimensional setting where a substantial amount of predictors are left out, yet at least 10-30 predictors are targeted, and a setting where only half of the predictors are discarded. We motivate this broad set of values of number of targeted predictors from our theoretical considerations above that indicates that targeting is always useful for the strength of individual trees, yet it might come at a cost of increasing correlation among them and, as such, reduce the benefit of the variance reduction inherent in the RF. We analyze this trade-off empirically here. In the financial application we tune ∏ so that s 0 = 1, 2, 5, 10, similarly representing sparse and medium settings as well as a case where only a small share of predictors are discarded.
We synthesize our findings as follows:
Targeted RF performs particularly well for long horizons. Irrespective of whether one predicts one of the three macroeconomic variables or the equity premium, targeted RF always delivers improvements over the ordinary RF at h = 12 across the full sample. This is significant on conventional significance levels for employment growth, most cases for industrial production growth, and for the equity premium.
It is interesting to note that at long horizons, forecasting macroeconomic variables generally tends to be particularly challenging. Galbraith and Tkacz (2007) , for instance, document deteriorating predictability for increasing forecasting horizons across a large set of macroeconomic and financial variables. A similar pattern has been found in Galbraith (2003) for the Gross Domestic Product and CPI specifically.
As such, targeted RF appears to deliver significant improvements in settings where predictability is generally challenging. This notion corresponds well to our analytical considerations in Section II. There we showed that a low SNR significantly reduces the probability of splitting on the strong variables and, thus, targeting predictors is necessary to limit curse of dimensionality issues. This facilitates a significant gain by using targeted RF. As just discussed, the SNR is likely particularly low for long-horizon macroeconomic forecasting and explains the dominant gains for targeted RF in those cases.
Targeted RF can yield substantial gains in predictive accuracy. For employment growth, the equity premium, and consumer price inflation there is consistently an improvement from targeted RF over ordinary RF in all but two-three cases across This table reports the ratio of the mean squared prediction error (MSPE) of each version of the targeted RF versus that of the ordinary RF, both for the full out-of-sample period and for the NBER-dated recessions and expansions, where the forecast objective belongs to either of the two states. Across the macroeconomic (employment growth, industrial production growth, and consumer price inflation) and the financial application, we examine forecast horizons h = 1, 3, 12. We tune ∏ as to target s 0 many variables. Bold indicates values of the relative MSE below unity and, thus, improvements using targeted RF. Superscripts ***, **, and * correspond to statistical significance, based on a (one-sided) Diebold-Mariano test statistic and HAC standard errors with a Bartlett kernel and h°1 bandwidth length, at significance levels one, five, and ten percent, respectively.
Full out-of-sample NBER recessions NBER expansions the monthly, quarterly, and yearly forecast horizons and number of included predictors over the full sample. The gain in predictive accuracy can be as much as 12-13%, which is noteworthy considering that the benchmark model is an already sophisticated forecasting technique. In the case of industrial production growth, most gains are located at h = 12, and there are no improvements at h = 1.
Targeted RF works both in expansions and recessions, depending on the forecast object. For employment growth, the gain in predictive accuracy for targeted RF is located both within NBER-dated recessions and expansions, yet appears to be strongest in recessions for quarterly forecast horizons and in expansions for yearly forecast horizons. For industrial production growth, comprehensive gains are located in expansions, whereas it is mainly located in recessions for consumer price inflation.
The improvements in predictive accuracy for the equity premiums occurs in both recessions and expansions.
Targeted RF is appealing for "medium-dimensional" settings. If, at some point, targeted RF produces less predictive accuracy than the ordinary RF, the inferiority is typically small and economically negligible. For instance, for consumer price inflation this amounts to between 0.5-1%. In the few cases where the performance reduction is non-negligible, for instance when predicting employment growth one month ahead, one of two scenarios unfold; either too few variables are targeted or too many. In the former case of too much screening, the improvements in predictive performance for a given tree are insufficient to offset the large increase in correlation among trees, for which reason the variance reduction from averaging never fully kicks in. That is, although the probability of splitting on the strong variables is improved, the low number of variables left from targeted decreases the randomization across trees, which then become very similar. Any variance reduction stemming from averaging roughly identical trees is insignificant. In the latter case of too little screening, targeting does not sufficiently increase the probability of splitting on strong variables as too many week variables are still present, but the benefits from the variance reduction from uncorrelated trees are reduced. Whenever the inferiority arises in both cases, it is thus likely that any possible weak gain in tree strength is dominated by more correlated trees (or wrongly targeted predictors). This can have a notable impact on the performance on targeted RF and throughout our applications, too few targeted predictors appears to be the most important case among these two extremes.
This is consistent with the results discussed in Section II, addressing the inherent trade-off in targeting between the strength of individual trees and the correlation within the ensemble of trees. That is, improvements in the tree strength come at a cost of higher correlation between trees, thus vanishing the benefits of aggregating trees by averaging. Moreover, the targeting step is naturally at risk of discarding strong variables. To illustrate this trade-off empirically, we follow Breiman (2001) between the (prediction) errors of the corresponding trees,
Then, the MSE on a tree built from D n is
whereas the correlation Ω between tree errors is
where £ and £ 0 are independent. We estimate the quantities in (24) expectation over the data, we average over the out-of-sample predictions. We repeat this procedure for the full range of s 0 = 1,..., p = 100 with p = 100 corresponding to the ordinary RF, and focus here on the case of employment growth and h = 1 that was noted previously. In Figure 8 , we present the estimated quantities in (24) and (25), that is, the estimates of the average out-of-sample MSE and the correlation among the trees grown for each version of the targeted RF, including the ordinary RF.
Evidently, targeting involves a trade-off between tree MSE and tree correlation.
As the number of targeted predictors is reduced, MSE generally decreases. This, too, illustrates empirically the workings of Theorem 2 and Proposition 1. At the same time, tree correlation increases as the number of targeted predictors decreases.
Indeed, for very few targeted predictors, tree correlation increases rapidly, almost exponentially. Similarly, the MSE decreases fast for a few targeted predictors. Our empirical results suggests, however, that the increase in correlation is too significant to justify the decrease in MSE such that the targeted RF predictions are inferior to the ordinary RF predictions for this extreme amount of targeting. We note that a similar trade-off is obtained for industrial production growth, consumer price inflation, and the equity premium.
It stands out that a medium-sized set of targeted predictors balances the trade-off between tree strength and correlation optimally. That is, across our applications, targeted RF mostly delivers improvements when a medium-sized set of predictors are targeted. In our applications this amounts to targeting the best 10-30% of the (common) initial set of predictors. This motivates the use of targeted RF and advocates targeting of a medium-sized set of predictors.
C.1. Targeting predictors while allowing for non-linearities
While our main focus is on the effect of targeting a set of predictors to the predictive accuracy of the RF, it is natural to check whether our conclusions remain when the targeting step is altered to acknowledge that predictors may be strong only when included non-linearly as, e.g., squared terms or interactions. When targeting predictors in their original form via LASSO it is at risk of throwing away relevant information that the RF will find useful. For the macroeconomic application, we consider a setting where the targeting step is conducted upon an expanded set of predictors comprised by original predictors and their squared and cubed terms. We still feed original predictors to the RF as it is supposed to identify the relevant transform and to keep everything else constant. Yet, the determination of targeted predictors may happen due to a squared or cubed transforms being important. Since the number of predictors are much smaller in the financial application, we here add all interactions among variables, including their squared and cubed transformations. ‡ Table 2 reports the results in a similar style to Table 1 . It stands out that our conclusions from the former section remains in all aspects, yet there is some improvement on the monthly forecast horizon. Based on this empirical application, we conclude that targeting is useful, but generally only when a medium-sized set of predictors is targeted. It essentially balances the trade-off between individual tree correlations and their strength. And it, at least within our applications, provides a safety net that performance is not significantly reduced and often provides, even substantial, gains in predictive accuracy. ‡ We have, for the sake of interest, also examined the macroeconomic application which includes all interactions among variables and their squared transforms. This amounts to a set of more than 5,000 predictors feeding into the targeting step, which is not infeasible yet overspecified. Results are consistent with the findings presented in the present section and are available upon request. This table reports the ratio of the mean squared prediction error (MSPE) of each version of the targeted RF versus that of the ordinary RF, both for the full out-of-sample period and for the NBER-dated recessions and expansions, where the forecast objective belongs to either of the two states. Across the macroeconomic (employment growth, industrial production growth, and consumer price inflation) and the financial application, we examine forecast horizons h = 1, 3, 12. We tune ∏ as to target s 0 many variables. Bold indicates values of the relative MSE below unity and, thus, improvements using targeted RF. Superscripts ***, **, and * correspond to statistical significance, based on a (one-sided) Diebold-Mariano test statistic and HAC standard errors with a Bartlett kernel and h°1 bandwidth length, at significance levels one, five, and ten percent, respectively.
Full out-of-sample NBER recessions NBER expansions 
IV. Concluding remarks
While it is widely acknowledged that RF is applicable in high-dimensional settings, as it has the potential to detect informative predictors automatically, the need for selecting a subset of predictors prior to applying a particular forecasting has been emphasized in recent literature. We analyze the effect of this targeting in the context of RF theoretically and empirically. We conclude that targeting predictors is an important complement to feature sampling by enabling a control of the lower bound on the probability of splitting on strong predictors. We quantify the immediate and certain gain in tree strength from (proper) targeting, yet emphasize that targeted RF (i.e., RF with an initial targeting step) cannot be expected to do uniformly better than ordinary RF due to increased correlation between trees. Our empirical analysis examines this strength-correlation trade-off and concludes that targeting is useful when a medium-sized set of predictors (10-30% of initial predictors in our sample) is targeted.
We leave it open for future research to theoretically analyze the optimum of the strength-correlation trade-off. We also find that the gains in predictive accuracy can be substantial and they occur always at long forecast horizons and both in expansions and recessions.
Appendix: Proofs of theoretical results
Proof of Theorem 1. To establish the first statement, note that the upper bound in (6) follows from the obvious fact that one can only place splits along directions in M A tr y . To obtain the lower bound it suffices to argue that if 2± n (A ) < C ? (A ), then the split will be placed along a direction in S . In particular, the lower bound follows if we can show that
Observe that, by the definition of ± n (A ), we have L n (i, ø) ∏ L ? (i, ø)°± n (A ), and hence also that 
which shows that (A.1) holds as long as 2± n (A ) < C ? (A ) and, hence, concludes the proof of the first part.
Establishing the second statement, assume for simplicity (but without loss of generality) that a = 1 and A = [0, 1]. Then, when suppressing the dependence on the index i, it suffices to show that, almost surely,
uniformly in ø 2 [0, 1], whereȲ n (ø) = N n (ø)°1 P 
uniformly (in ø) it follows that we just need to show
uniformly. Note that the uniform convergence in (A.5) follows directly from the law of large numbers for random variables with values in the space D([0, 1]) of càdlàg functions (see (Rao, 1963 , Theorem 1)). To proceed from here writeȲ n (ø) 2 N n (ø)/n = a n (ø) 2 /b n (ø), where a n (ø) = 1 n P n k=1 Y k 1 {X k ∑ø} and b n (ø) = 1 n N n (ø). The law of large numbers for D([0, 1])-valued random variables implies again that a n (ø) ! a(ø) := E[Y 1 {X ∑ø} ] and b n (ø) ! b(ø) := P(X ∑ ø) uniformly. The issue in immediately concluding that (A.6) hold uniformly is that h : (x, y) 7 ! 1 {y6 =0} x 2 /y is not uniformly continuous on compacts which contain points of the form (x, 0). To circumvent this, introduce for each ± > 0 the function h ± : (x, y) 7 ! x 2 /(y _ ±) and, with k · k 1 denoting the uniform norm, note that kh(a n , b n )°h(a, b)k 1 ∑ kh(a n , b n )°h ± (a n , b n )k 1 + kh ± (a n , b n )°h ± (a, b)k 1 + kh ± (a, b)°h(a, b)k 1 .
(A.7)
We need to show that the right-hand side converges to zero as n ! 1 with probability one. By Hölder's inequality,
and kh(a n , b n )°h ± (a n , b n )k 1 ∑ 2 sup
which, by assumption, has probability one. For any given " > 0 we can choose ± 2 Q + such that 2± 1°2/∞ (C(!) _ E[|Y | ∞ ]) 2/∞ ∑ "/3. Moreover, there exists N = N(!) ∏ 1 such that kh ± (a n , b n )°h ± (a, b)k 1 ∑ "/3 and, hence, kh(a n , b n )°h(a, b)k 1 ∑ " for all n ∏ N by (A.7). Thus, we conclude that (A.4) holds and that ± n (A ) ! 0 with probability one. Now, if (A3) holds, then (10) 
Proof of Proposition 1. LetF
the tails of C ? (A ) and C ? (B), respectively. By the assumptions on the stochastic ordering it follows thatF A ∑F B and that E[g(± n (A ))] ∑ E[g(± n (B))] for any nonincreasing function g : [0, 1) ! [0, 1). Thus, by noting that ± n (A ) and C ? (A ) are independent (and so is ± n (B) and C ? (B)), it follows by the law of total probability
This finishes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 2. Since only the first direction is strong, C ? = sup ø L ? (1, ø). If Using this fact and that sin(2AE(1°ø)) =°sin(2AEø) and cos(2AE(1°ø)) = cos(2AEø), it follows that L ? (1, ø) = 2(1°cos(AEø)) 2 /(AE 2 ø(1°ø)). By the mean value theorem we iii thus deduce that 
which concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2. It is an easy task to show that, given an interval A µ [0, 1], (5) is optimized at its midpoint ø ? with L ? (ø ? , A) = Ø 2 1 Leb(A) 2 /16. (A.9)
Under the splitting rule (R), this implies that the targeted tree will be grown by first splitting [0, 1] (level 0) into [0, 1/2] and [1/2, 1] (level 1), then splitting all intervals in level 1 before splitting in the next level, and so on. This means in particular that
MSE( e f L+1 ) = MSE( e f L )°Ø 2 1 8°( k°1) /16 where k ∏ 1 is the smallest integer such that L ∑ 2 k°1 . This formula can be used inductively to establish that
where k ∏ 1 is the largest integer such that L ∏ 2 k or, explicitly, k = blog 2 (L)c. This establishes (20) . To obtain the bounds (21) we do some initial observations:
Observation I Let A µ [0, 1] p be a leaf in the non-targeted tree b f L . Then {x (1) : x 2 A} = B k i for some k = 1,..., L where B k i is a leaf of the targeted tree e f k . This follows by the observation that X (1) and X (°1) := (X (2) ,... X (p) ) 0 are independent and, hence, iv L ? (i, ø, A) depends only on A through {x (1) : x 2 A}.
Observation II Let (B k i ) k i=1 be the partition of [0, 1] associated to the kth level targeted tree e f k and consider a leaf B = B k i . Then it holds that
MSE( e f L+1 | X (1) 2 B) ∑ MSE( e f L | X (1) 2 B) for any L ∏ k, (A.10)
with equality if and only if the partitions (B L j \ B) L j=1 and (B L+1 j \ B) L+1 j=1 are identical. It is clear that we have equality in (A.10) if the aforementioned partitions are the same, since in this case e f L+1 (x) = e f L (x) for all x = (x (1) , x (°1) ) with x (1) 2 B. If they are not the same, the Lth split ø ? is performed in a subsetB 2 {B L j : j = 1,..., L} of B and thus,
where subscriptB means conditional on the set {X (1) 2B}. As already noted, L ? (ø ? ,B) = Ø 2 1 Leb(B) 2 /16 > 0, and since e f L (x) and e f L+1 (x) are identical for x = (x (1) , x (°1) ) with x (1) 2 B \B and P(X (1) 2B) > 0, the inequality in (A.10) will be strict.
To obtain the lower bound in (21), note that the first`1°1 splits have been weak and denote by T 1 ,..., T`1 the associated`1 subtrees. We will argue that if N ∑`1(2 m°1 ) for a given m ∏ 1, the strength of a given subtree T is no better than that of e f 2 m .
Initially, note that the construction of e f 2 m implies that Leb(B 2 m j ) = 2°m, so we can fix j such that Leb(B 2 m°1 j ) > 2°m.
(A.11)
Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, A = A S £ A W is a leaf of T with MSE £ (T | X 2 A) < MSE £ ( e f 2 m | X 2 A).
(A.12)
By Observation I there exists k such that A S = B k+1 i for some i. Moreover, due to v (A.10) and (A.12), it must be the case that k > 2 m°1 and that A S has been obtained by performing splits in one of the sets (B 2 m i ) 2 m i=1 . At the same time, since we have at most`1(2 m°1 ) strong splits in total, this means that at least one of the other subtrees T has received strictly less than 2 m°1 strong splits. In particular, by (A.11) there exists a leafĀ =Ā S £Ā W inT such that Leb(Ā S ) > 2°m. This is a contradiction, since (R) together with (A.9) imply that no splits will be placed in (B 2 m i ) 2 m i=1 beforē A S has been split. Since this analysis holds for all subtrees T 1 ,..., T`1, we conclude that
Thus, we may choose m = dlog 2 (1 + N/`1e)e which gives the result. For the upper bound, note that after the first`0°1 splits the non-targeted tree is identical to e f`0. If m ∏ 1 is an integer such that 2 m ∏`0 note that, given that no weak splits occur, it takes 2 m°`0 strong splits before any given leaf A = A S £ A W satisfies Leb(A S ) = 2°m. While we do indeed have L°N°1 weak splits, none of the first 0 nodes can possibly have been divided into more than L°N branches by weak splits. Consequently, as long as we still have at least`0(2 m°`0 )(L°N) strong splits available, any leaf A must satisfy Leb(A S ) ∑ 2°m. At the same time we cannot have MSE £ ( b f L | X 2 A) > MSE £ ( e f 2 m | X 2 A), since this would imply A S = B k i for some k < 2 m and, hence, Leb(A S ) > 2°m. This allows us to conclude that
if N°`0 + 1 ∏`0(2 m°`0 )(L°N).
In particular, we can set m = • log 2°`0 + N°`0+1 0 (L°N) ¢ ¶ , which verifies the upper bound in (21) and concludes the proof.
Proof of Corollary 1. From Theorem 2 it follows that g 0 (x, y) ∏ E £ ( f (X )°b f L (X )) 2 | N = x,`0 = y,`1 = z § ∏ g 1 (x, z), (A.13) so the law of total expectation implies (22). To find the distribution of (N,`0) define i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables by Z k = 1 {M (k) tr y \S 6 =;} for k = 1,..., L°1 so that vi Ω = P(Z k = 1) = 1°P(Z k = 0). Obviously, we always have N = n for some integer n 2 [1, L°1] so we only have to consider such n. Let n 2 (0, L°1) and note that both weak and strong splits have occured when N = n. Moreover, it must necessarily be the case that`0 = k for some integer k 2 [1, n + 1]. For any such pair (n, k) we thus find that P(N = n,`0 = k) = P ≥ L°1 X m=1 Z m = n, Z 1 = ··· = Z k°1 = 1, Z k = 0 ¥ = Ω k°1 (1°Ω) Bin(n + 1°k; L°1°k)
using the fact that P( P k2A Z k = n) = Bin(n; |A|, Ω) for an arbitrary set A µ {1,..., L°1}. If N = 0 all splits have been weak and, necessarily,`0 = 1. This means that P(N = 0,`0 = 1) = P(Z 1 = ··· = Z L°1 = 0) = (1°Ω) L°1 .
On the other hand, if N = L°1 all splits have been strong and`0 = 1 by convention, so P(N = L°1,`0 = 1) = P(Z 1 = ··· = Z L°1 = 1) = Ω L°1 .
Combining these findings verifies the form of P(N = n,`0 = k) given in the result.
Similar considerations verify the form of P(N = n,`1 = k).
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